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This issue marks a new development for the American Morris 
Newsletter. As a supplement to the regular issues readers receive three 
times per year, the Reprint Series has been designed to annual1y feature full 
length scholarly works on Ritual Dance and Drama that have appeared in 
Journals or conference proceedings not widely read amongst the Canadian 
and American Morris community. Its aim is to provide the reader with some 
of the fascinating material that is available on the rich history of the dance 
and its related customs. 

This first series presents an article on A. Claud Wright wbo was 
amongst the early pioneers who introduced morris and sword dancing to the 
United States early in this century. The article originally appeared in the 
Folk Music Journal, The Journnal ofTraditional Music and Dance 
published by the English Folk Dance and Song Society in London, England 
(Volume 6, Number 1, 1990 pp. 5-36, ISSN 0531-9684). It is with 
gratitude that the AMN editors thank the FMJ editorial board, the author 
and the Wright Family for granting permission to reproduce this aritcle. 

The edi tors ofAMN would like the readers to pay close attention to the 
subscription infonnation regarding the Folk Music Journal on the rear 
jacket of the Newsletter. It is now possible to subscribe directly to the 
Journal. It is highly regarded and fascinating to read. 

Your comments are always welcomed. Thank you. 

James C. Brickwedde, editor 
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A. Claud. Wright, 17 July, 1913. 
By permission of the Wright Family. 

A. Claud Wright: Cecil Sharp's 
Forgotten Dancer* 

James C. Brickwedde 

A. Claud Wright (1888-1977) was one of the original six male dancers 
Cecil Sharp trained for his morris demonstration side in the years leading up 
to World War I. He remains one of two little known members of what grew 
to be a side of seven dancers. Wright was also among the original core of 
instruc tors whom Sharp relied upon when he formed the English Folk 
Dance Society (EFDS) in 1911. Much has been written about Cecil Sharp, 
five of the men of that. demonstration side, and of the others who formed the 
Society. It seems remarkable that Wright should remain so obscure since, 
both through his work in England and in America, he was an equal among 
those early teachers and dancers. The pwpose of this article is 10 reinstate A. 
Claud Wright into the history of the early folk dance revival of the twentieth 
century, presenting who he was as an individual, and describing his role as a 
dancer and teacher with particular emphasis on his work in America. The 
philosophy of Wright's approach to the dance is of keen interest to currently 
active morris dancers. 

What is fascinating about the man is that there is a vein of morris dance 
philosopby and style in bis dancing and teaching, which anchors one point 
of a triangular configuration with Mary Neal and Cecil Sharp at the other 
points. He was a complex man, possessing power in his dancing and a zeal 
for teaching tbe dance to others. He laid a considerable part of the 
groundwork for the spread of morris, sword, and country dancing in 
America. He possessed a sense of poetry, as expressed in his correspondence 
with his American friend and host George P. Baker. This may be contrasted 
with his complete disappearance from the dance .revival that resumed after 
the end of World War I, as well as by the almost complete lack of 
acknowledgement of his work in the records of EFDS. 

* In preparation of this article, several people and institutions were of 
considerable assistance. The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance of 
Malcolm Taylor of the Vaughan Williams Memorial Library, members of the 
Wright Family: Group Captain Allan WrighL, John Wright, Margaret E. Wallace 
(nee Wright), Ph.D., and David Wallace; the Harvard Theatre Collection, and 
Flight Lieutenant T . David Peaple and the Ministry of Defence at Barnwood, 
Gloucester. 
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Information about Wrigtu is difficult to fmd as little has ever been 

written about him. In standard historical accounts of the early period, Claud 
Wright is mentioned in only the briefest manner. In two related articles 
written in 1925 recounting the early days of the Society, Mrs. Helen 
(Karpeles) Kennedy wrote: 

He was a wonderful ly inspiring dancer and teacher. His 'I'll Go and Enlist' could 
never be forg otten.' 

The fi rst applicati on for a teacher to go outside this country was received in 
1913 from America, in response to which Mr. Wright went over for a few 

months.' 

In the biography of Cecil Sharp written by A.H. Fox Strangways, with 
the assislance of Maud Karpeles, descriptions of the members of the morris 
demonstration side are given.3 There is much biographical detail aoout five 
of C.ecil Sharp's dancers: Douglas Kennedy, Perceval Lucas, George Jerrard 
Wilkinson, Reginald John Elliot Tiddy and Geor ge Sainton Kaye 
BuUerworth. The names of Claude (sic) Wright, and J. Paterson (sic) 
simply appear without further description" 

'The aoove two accounts are interesting in how they depict the events and 
personalities of that time. Mrs. Kennedy1s use of the tenn 'application' 
implies a more formal and exclusive role for the EFDS then in reality 
existed. Two years earlier, in 1911, Mary Neal and Florence Warren were in 
the USA to lecture and teacb morris and the country dances, a fact noted in 
the Fox Strangways biograpby of S harp. 5 Secondly. Claud Wright was 
personally invited by Professor George Baker to the United States in 1913. 
Wright quite emphatically considered himself a freelance, nOl as a 
representative of the Society.6 Within the Baker-Wright correspondence there 
are references to a request for Sharp's support in releasing Wright from 
Society duties in order to travel to America. However, given Wright's clear 
statements regarding his independence, these references could not have been 
regarded as formal requests to the Society.' 

Finally, other than this one positive description of his dancing and 
teaching abilib.es, there is a consistent lack of information about Wright 
(and James Paterson).' The morris side and country dance demonstration 
team that Shatp fanned and relied upon in the years 1909 to 1914 was an 
intimate perfonning group. All members knew each other well because of 
constant travelling and performing. The documentalion of others in the 
group proves thal the absence of even the most basic biographical detail 
about Wright is, in itself, worth investigation. The issue of freelancing and 
the depiction of Wright's work in terms of EFDS business, along with 

~ 
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matters of dance style, were the primary sources of tension between Wright 
and those who ran the Society. These tensions helped to relegate Claud 
Wright to the position of an outsider.9 TIlls will become clearer in later 
sections of this article. Like Mary Neal, Claud Wright did not have his 
contributions to the folk dance revival accurately represented by those in the 
Society who wrote historical accounts of the period. 

Several primary sources of material for drawing a fuller portrait 
deserving of the man have been used for this article. They include: Cecil 
Sharp's USA travel diaries; correspondence between Sharp and Maud 
Karpeles; correspondence between Claud Wright and Professor George P. 
Baker of Harvard University; Douglas Kennedy's memories, expressed in 
correspondence and in a personal interview; and personal interviews with, 
and archival material in the possession of, the Wright family. Together 
with these, a number of other archival materials held at the Vaughan 
Williams Memorial Library, the Country Dance and Song Society of 
America, and the Country Dance and Song Society Boston Centre have been 
reviewed to reconstruct Wright' s life and work. 

Before World War I 

Arthur Claud Wright was born in London on 19 September 1888. He was 
the eldest of three brothers. His father, Arthur Augustus Wright, was a 
skilled cabinet maker and frame maker as well as a great advocate of robust, 
healthy outdoor activity. Family archival material suggests also that the 
Wright family was very enthusiastic and gifted at photography. These two 
characteristics, of robust activity and a keenness on photography, were 
passed on from father to son, as indicated by the lifelong interests of Claud 
Wright. His mother, Alice Stanton, was a certificated teacher. It was through 
her influence that Arthur A. Wright went back to school in the evenings to 
take an English Qualifying Examination in order to become a woodwork 
teacher. Alice Wright herself rose to the position of Headmistress of 
Stepney Central School in East London. 

For a shon time after leaving secondary school, Claud Wright worked 
delivering lorry chassis from the works to the coach builders, physically a 
very uncomfortable activity from all accounts. With the family background 
in education, particularly through encouragement from his mother, he 
eventually enrolled in the newly established physical education and 
gymnastics training programme at the South Western Polytechnic at 
Chelsea. This programme reflected the latest in educational theories on 
gymnastic training in the schools. 

It is important to understand the nature of the gymnastics training (the 
'physical culture' method as Sharp and others were to descnbe it) in which 

J 
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Claud Wright was educated. Much change was occurring throughout Europe 
and America at this rime in how physical education was taught in schools. 
Many of the programmes utilized were based upon Swiss, Gennan, Danish, 
and Swedish Gymnastics. Beginning with the work. of Peslalozzi's 
educational experiements in Switzerland, a system of physical training 
emerged from the eighteenth- and nineteenth- century work of Jahn and 
Speiss (Germany), Nachtegall (Denmark), and Ling (Sweden). Tbe Gennan 
programmes stressed strong physical development of the body on such 
gymnasium equipment as the pummel horse, the parallel bars, and so on. 
The Swedish and Danish approaches were through the sequential 
development of bodily exercises in mass drill fonnations. The emphasis was 
on strength in all parts of the body and maintaining a physical and 
emotional harmony, not just the development of one muscular area such as 
the upper body (a criticism of the German system of gymnastics). 10 

The programmes were slow to catch on in the educational curriculum. lL 
was only with the full development of compulsory education in America, 
its introduction in England with the Education Act of 1876, and the 
concomitant emergence of philosophies for instruction, that the role of 
physical education in schools received widespread public support. The 
tendency in Britain and America during the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries was, if a physical education programme existed at all, to 
implement a decidedly military drill approach especially during times of 
heightened national security. The Board of Education in London, in reaction 
to the military recruitment demands resulting from the Boer War which 
began in 1899, published in 1902 a 'Model Course ofPhysical Training' in 
consultation with the War Office. This programme for state supported 
schools contrasted sharply with that of two important English educational 
institutions. The English 'public' boarding schools were noted for their use 
of team athletics as part of a student's physical and character development 
Honesty, sportsmanship, and the 'spirit of the game' were essential 
foundations for such activities. This approach had become the hallmark of 
physical education programmes for upper- and middle-class English students 
who could gain entrance to those schools. The other model of physical 
education came out of the emerging women's training colleges. These 
pioneers in education advocated Swedish gymnastics as the only 
scientifically proven curricula to use with children in state supported 
schools. A central figure in this movement was Miss Concordia LOfving of 
Sweden who was appointed by the London School Board in 1878 10 be Lady 
Superintendent of Physical Education. The military dril l programme halted 
the progress these women had made in upgrading physical education 
standards in Britain. 
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Through the teacher training colleges, particularly at the publicly 

supported Chelsea College, a strong advocacy group emerged to demand the 
removal of inappropriate drill practices for a child's education. When the 
1902 syllabus was implemented, an organized effort began to have it 
removed. The influence of these women educators was significant. In 1907, 
the Board of Education sent Colonel Fox, the Inspector of Physical 
Training, and Mr. Phillips, another school inspector, 'on a special mission 
to Sweden to inquire into the methods and organization of physical training 
in that country, .11 By 1909, the Swedish programme had been adopted with, 
however, the following significant statement in the 1909 National Syllabus: 

The Board desires that all lessons -- physical exercises in Public Elementary 
Schools should be thoroughly enjoyed by the children ... Hence, it has been 
thought well not only to modify some of the usual Swedish combinations in 
order to make th.e work less exacting, but to introduce games and dancing steps 
into many of the lessons." 

A 1912 report to the Board of Education stated the case for the use of folk 
dances more specifically. 

It has been found by experience that English Country Dances such as Jigs, Reels, 
the Welsh Dance, &c., and Folk Dances of the Scandinavian Countries (all of 
which can be modified for young children) are those most appropriate for 
instruction in schools .. . Morris Dances also have been largely adopted for 
school use, and the charming music, the relatively simple steps and the vigorous 
exercise involved, easily explain their auractiveness." 

Beginning with the 1909 National Syllabus, morris and folic dancing were 
approved for use in the schools. The training of classroom teachers was now 
essential. The combination of gymnastics, dancing, and games represents 
the context in which Cecil Sharp and Mary Neal foughl for control of dance 
training for classroom teachers. l o One important setting for their public 
battIe was at Stratford-upon-Avon where Sharp became director of the 
summer school in 1911.15 

The South Western Polytechnic at Chelsea established its physical 
education programme to meet the challenges of this new curriculum. The 
school stressed the Danish and Swedish programmes of gymnastics, and, 
according to Douglas Kennedy, included many instructors from those 
European nations as teachers.16 The men's programme at Chelsea, which 
established its one-year training course in 1908, was headed by Lieutenant 
Braae Hansen, who came from the Central Gymnastics Institute in 
Copenhagen. The college, at its opening, represented the only place where a 
man could gain his training in Swedish and Danish gymnastics in England. 

http:teachers.16
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The formal addition of Cecil Sharp' s morris programme to the 
Polytechnic in September 1909 (he ran a morris class at the college during 
the spring of 1909Y7 comple ted a student's training sequence as 
recommended by the Board of Education. Sharp' s motives for being at 
Chelsea were much broader in scope than just training teachers for the 
classroom. Sharp needed an operations base from which to Il'ain a core of 
performers for his lecture demonstrations and, evenlually by 1911, for 
branch teachers for the newly-fonned English Folk Dance Society'S IL was 
fortunate that Claud Wright was to enroll in 1908 in the Chelsea 
gymnastics programme during this dynamic period in its history. 

Sharp's dancets were initially drawn from the Polytechnic's student 
roster, particularly from the women's physical education programme within 
the college. While others from the school taught and performed the country 
dances, only twO men are known to have impressed Sharp strongly enough 
to be asked to join the morris demonstration side. They were Claud Wright 
and James Paterson l

' . These two men joined with four non-Chelsea 
students, George Butterworth, Perceval Lucas, George Wilkinson , and 
Douglas Kennedy, to form Sharp's morris demonstration side. These four 
had been drawn to the dance programme through a netwod of musician and 
dance friends and general contacts who wanted to work directly under Sharp. 

During the yt'.ars from 1909 to 1911, before the English Folk Dance 
Society was formed, Sharp had the opportunity to finally mould his artistic 
ideas on dancers he could Il'ain himself. However, with time, Sharp began to 
feel constrained by the Polytechnic' s educational agenda. He began to feel 
the dangers of relying too heavily on Physical Education staff to further his 
image of the essential artistic values of the morris and country dances.20 

Shmp was ... accepted by the P.T. Training Col1ege (men & women) which were 
vie wing 'Folk Dancing' through Swedish, Danish & Germanic eyes ill terms of 
'muscular coordination" etc. Sharp 's attachmenL since [1 909] with Chelsea P.T. 
had already alerted him to the clash of 'musical' gym and 'dancing ' -- the 
opposite side of the coin 10 thal experienre with Mary Neal -- the clash of the 
language of danre and its effusive spirit unchannelled by training & schooling of 
team work." 

Douglas Kennedy further attempted to describe some of the feelings that 
ShaIp and his disciples felt about this growing uneasiness over the 'physical 
culture' perspective that was influencing the context of his work at Chelsea 
College: 
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There was something about that period of phys ical culture which was a hang 
over, I suppose, o f the old drill days where your straight lines were very 
important and everything being tied in and boxed in, and so on. You couldn ' t be 
out of line. If you were out of line, that was dreadful. But they didn't make a 
distinction about being in line because you were all at one with one another or 
being in line because you were dressing by the right or left, you see. Well that to 
us meant something fundamental. If you dressed by the right or left then this 
was not from our point of view the real artistic dance rhythm. So there [were] two 
fundamental principles involved which I can recollect in the very beginning 
that caused a certain amount of distortion of [the] dance." 

We [Sharp. Kennedy. Butterworth. Wilkinson, et. al.] were really more musicians 
than physical people.. . Paterson and Wright.. .stood out like sore teeth in our 
eyes because they were doing things from a physical point of view." 

It was out of this sense of uneasiness over the 'physical culture' approach at 
Chelsea, and still aware of his currenl public baUles with Mary Neal and the 
Esperance Guild, that Cecil Sharp felt the need for an independent society 
through which he could develop his ideas. In 1911, the English Folk Dance 
Society was created by Sharp. Despite his 'physical culture' background, 
Claud Wright was appointed by Sharp to be one of the original core of staff 
teachers for the Society. 

Claud Wright received his Board of Education teaching certificate in 
1909 and his Diploma of Physical Training and Hygiene in 1910 from the 
Polytechnic at Chelsea His training diploma, in fact, represented one of the 
fIrst in the area of Danish Gymnastics awarded in England." Once he had 
finished with his coursework at Chelsea, life became busy for Wright He 
taught physical education on a contractual basis at a variety of locations in 
the years leading up to World War I. In letters written to Professor George 
Baker beginning in November 1912, Wright describes many of the projects 
he was involved in, both as an instructor and as a performer for Cecil 
Shrup's lecture demonstrations and performances. 

My School boys & girls al Southall are giving a demonstration in Phys(ical) 
Training, Sword, Morris & Country Dancing on Feb. 28th." 

I know it will interest you, that I gave a Demonstration of Physical Exercises 
last Friday at School. We had quite a splendid programme -- Figure Marching, 
Boy 's & Girl's (sic) Gymnastics, Country Dances, Sword & Morris Dances and a 
few Swedish Danres." 

Beside the dancing, the Physical Training is happily successful -- so thal my 
boys are invi ted to the 'Welfare' Exhibition to demonstrate." 

http:dances.20


Figure 1 
County School Isleworth at Olympia, c. 1914 (photographs mounted on 

postcard stock, location printed on the card). 
By permission of the Wright Family . 
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One set of photographs shows Wright overseeing a performance at County 
School Isleworth at Olympia in 1914 (see Figure 1). This may be the 
school Wright makes reference to in a leLler to George Baker, in which 
Wright arranged for a 'substitute' teacher to fmish out the term in order that 
he could rewm to America to teach.28 

For Sharp, Wright was a key performer in the early years, dancing 
(along with Wilkinson) solo morris jigs and in country dances sets. Wright 
then became one of the original members of the men's morris and sword 
demonstration side when it first publicly appeared in January 1912. In 
November 1912, Claud writes of the Savoy Theatre performance which was 
essential to Sharp' s public image as a result of the public battles in the 
London newspapers with Mary Neal and the Esperance Guild.l!I 

You know we are all working at top pressure for our big demonstration at the 
Savoy on Dec. 2nd & do little else but scheme & practice. We danced at Oxford 
before the P(rince) of W(ales) on Friday & at Charterhouse last night. At the 
latter, every dance was cheered, & the echo. I was horribJy nervous at both as I 
am doing a solo jig, Princess Royal, but so far have been successful." 

He (Sharp) is lecturing at the liltle Queen 's Hall on Sword, Morris & Country 
Dancing on Feb. 13. 20 & 26th respectively and we are illustrating. He has 
discovered 5 new Sword Dances, two of which are splendid. We are demonstrating 
these on the 13th." 

Wright appears in many of the Society's photographs taken at SblUp's 
Cheltenham performances and at demonstrations at the Stratford Dance 
School where Wright was regularly among the Society 's instructors (see 
Figure 2): 

I taught for the week at Stratford-on-Avon; all three: Morris, Sword & Country & 
may I say that I was pleasingly successful for my room was always overcrowded 
& they presented me with two such splendid candlesticks standing 3' high & 
made of oxidised iron -- such a quaint design." 

Wright bad his own 'private centres', which he formed for the Society at his 
own initiative, in Reading, Windsor (opened in the autumn of 1914) and 
Tottenham: 

I have started a course in Tottenham on my own account and have nearly two 
hundred students of which the great majority. of course, are women for Country 
Dances." 

. ' 
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Figure 2: 

EFDS Morris Demonstration Side. From left to right; D. N.Kennedy. O. S. K. 

ButteIWorth, James Paterson, Percev al Lucas, A. C. Wright, O. 1. Wilkinson. 

Taken at Kelmscott, 20 June 1912 and published in 'Merrie England and the 


WOIk of the Morris Dancers'. 'Home Counties' [l.W. Robertson Scott]World's 

Work, (August 1912), 272-83 (p.273). Reproduced with names in Helen 


Kennedy. 'Early Days' ,EFDS News, 9 (1 925).277-83 (facing p. 280). Also 

Folk Music Journal, 2 (1971), facing p.77. 


To improve bis cTedentials as a physical education teacher, Wright 
travelled to Paris in 1913 for the International Congress and Exhibition of 
Physical Education. He took 'Holiday Courses ' in 'L ing' -- Swedish 
Gymnastics -- in both 1913 and 1914. In addiLion, he had an interest in 
pursuing ' medical gymnastics' , a programme he discovered while in 
America but not apparently available in England.34 Despite all this work, he 
included events such as the Russian Ballet in his schedule and toyed. albeit 
casually , with attending a School for the An of the Theatre in Florence.3s 

As a teacher and a dancer Claud Wright commanded a presence that caught 
the eye of many. He was enthusiastic, extremely caring of his students, and 
an exceedingly powerlul athlete. From the few written sources available, and 
from photographs of Wright in perfonnance, some consistent comments and 
observations appear. Some:one who had direct knowledge of Claud Wright 
during this period of rus life was fellow dancer Douglas Kennedy. Before his 
own death in 1988, Kennedy provided many comments and insights into the 
impact Wright's personality and dancing had on both the general public and 
on other Society members. 
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Claud, in many eyes (especially female). was the living impersonation of a 
OreekOod,'6 

Wright had the great benefit of being a superb gymnast himself and he was really 
acrobatic and so when he leapt out, and, up and down in capers, they were damn 
good capers. They were terrific!" 

Claud Wright commanded attention when he performed through the power of 
his movements. It was that power that attracted the attention of American 
visitors to the Stratford Summer School in 1912. 

The contingent of American visitors was comprised of a variety of 
people representing two distinct, yet curiously intermingled. disciplines. On 
the one hand. Mary Ward Hinman, a Miss Hall and a Miss Lauman from 
Chicago, along with, at least, Mrs Helen Storrow from Boston, represented 
the burgeoning American interests in folk dance that began as early as 1905. 
These women had become involved through the Playground Association and 
the Girl Scout Movement and saw dancing as a healthy, physical activity for 
children in the growing urban population centers that resulted from the 
massive influx of immigrants from Europe. 

This goal of utilizing folk dance and song with populations of working 
class immigrants was similar to the ideals of the Esperance Club and other 
Settlement House activities in England. The similarity of purpose was no 
mere coincidence. A transatlantic link in personnel between similar 
organizations was becoming established at this time. The Englishwomen, 
Mary Neal and Florence Warren. had, in fact, recently lectured and taught in 
New York and Boston during 1911. Elizabeth Burchenal of the New York 
City Schools had been effectively advocating folk dance nationally through 
her publications that began appearing as early as 1905. She evenmally was 
to found the American Folk Dance Society in 1916. BurchenaI had regular 
communication with Cecil Sharp, had been to England in 1908 and 1910, 
and had travelled to Bampton and possibly elsewhere to collect material from 
the morris dancers.31 

The other contingent within the American group was headed by George 
P. Baker, Professor of Dramatic Literature at Harvard University. Professor 
Baker, through his work at the Harvard School of Drama, had become 
interested in the use of traditional drama and dance material in standard 
theatrical productions, a natural outgrowth of his work with Shakespearian 
plays. His contact with Stratford was initially through the Shakespeare 
Memorial Theatre. The work of Cecil Sharp and Mary Neal at the Dance 
Schools easily drew his attention. 

.. 
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It was while at Stratford in 1912 mat Baker was introduced to Claud 

Wright, and their friendsbip lasted beyond Wright's years as a dancer up until 
Baker ' s death in 1934. It was through Baker's national contacts with the 
Drama League and also with the New England artistic community that he 
was able to arrange teaching lOurs for Claud Wright in 1913, 1914, and 
1915 (the 1915 lOur had to be canceled due to the war) . Mrs Storrow's 
connections with George Baker's theatrical work in Boston and with the 
physicaJ education/playground movement, united the interest in the morris 
and country dances between the two diverse organizations and thus in Claud 
Wright It is at this point where historical accounts get muddied. Who 
exactly did the inviting of Claud Wright to America, and under whose aegis, 
became an issue among the different parties involved with the revival 
movement Mrs Storrow claimed rights, the English Folk Dance Society 
claimed rights ( and, thereby, Sharp himself), and George Baker claimed 
rights. This point is worth elaborating upon because it begins to explain 
how the EFDS attempted to enshroud and then recast alJ dance activities in 
its name. Claud Wright placed himself at odds with the Society because he 
resisted this practice. 

As the surviving correspondence indicates and Douglas Kennedy's 
recollections substantiate, four points are quite clear: 

1. George Baker invited Claud Wright to America. 
2. Claud W right went as a ' free agent' .39 

3. Sharp understood these arrangements.-o 

4. The invitation for Wright to go to America was made without 
Sharp' s prior consent.-' 

The combination of Wright's dominating physical approach to the dancing 
(in contrast to Sharp' s more musical and artistic approach to the morris), his 
ardent pursuit of building Society centres for himself, his appareOl charisma 
with his students, and now his invitation to teach the untapped yet eager 
American market as a free agent may have suggested to Sharp that here was 
a new competitor. Certainly Sharp's sense of protocol had been violated as a 
protege, not the master, had received the invitation. With Sharp still in 
competition with Mary Neal, his fledging society was growing strong as an 
independent organization in his own image . Wright represented the 
development of the 'physical culture' method, an approach with which 
Sharp had become privately concerned, thus encouraging his move to 
establish an independent society . Whether or not Sharp viewed Claud Wright 
as a competitor, for Wright surely was not a collector of dance material:2 

one can see that Sharp came to disapprove of Wright and his work. This is 
evident from Sharp's diaries and letters. Once Wright left for his American 

.'"'" 
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tour, Sharp and the Society staff filled the void left by his absence. That 
was to be expected. Upon return, however, Wright did not feel welcomed 
back. Wright had nOl anticipated this reaction. 

Claud Wright saw the opportunity of teaching in America as a means of 
securing a position of standing which he felt he deserved. Proud of his 
achievements, Wright did nOl see himself in competition with the Society. 
Rather, he felt that there was, and should be, room enough for divergent 
approaches to the dance. America gave him thaL room . 

The American Tonrs 

Wright sailed for America in mid-July 1913. As he was not a diarist, it is 
difficult to pinpoint accurately the dates of his activities. However, from 
photographic evidence, a printed syllabus, and the letters to Baker, many 
details can be assembled. By mid-July, Wright was teaching at 'the 
Sherwin's' (in New Hampshire?). Photographs of a performance by a side of 
boys depict 'Trunldes' (see Figure 3) and 'Flamborough Sword Dance' being 
performed. The 'Earsdon Sword Dance' was performed by a side of men, and 
'Gathering Peascods' by adult dancers. Wright himself is pictured 
performing a solo jig." In between this portion of his work, Wright resided 
on Boulder Farm in Chocorua, New Hampshire, the Baker family's summer 
home. 

The detailed documentation of this 1913 tour records his teaching in 
Lincoln, Massachusetts. A syllabus (paid for by Mrs Dawson Callery of 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) was printed to serve as an aide-memoire for those 
who attended Wright's workshops. The photographs in the syllabus depict 
perfoonances by the students from the classes held at Mrs Storrow's home 
in Lincoln. Twenty-five women, coming from four U .S. s tates 
(Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Illinois, and New York) participated in 
Wright's class held between 1 and 5 September, 1913. Dance notations are 
included for seven country dances plus those for 'Bean-Setting' and 'Bacca 
Pipes' for morris. A general description of sword dancing is presented 
although no notation is provided. However, five photographs appear 
showing women dancing 'Flamborough Sword Dance' on Mrs Storrow's 
lawn (see Figure 4). 

The daily schedule consisted of 'from 10-11 Country, 11-12 Morris, 2-3 
Jig, 3-4 SworcL.. After 4 we auto in bathing suits to the lake and bathe. It is 
great fun ' ... His lodgings were at the home of Mrs C. B. Clark, a neighbor 
of Mrs Storrow. Of this, he wrote to Baker, 'N.. Mrs Clark' s I am the sole 
specimen of masculinity amid a crowd of 14 maids. You can imagine my 
confusion(?) (sic) better than I can describe it' .45 Wright' s course in Lincoln 
lasted a week. The syllabus was primed to help maintain the accuracy of the 



Figure 4 

'FJamborough Sword Dance'. Three of five photographs taken by 


Miss Morse on the lawn of Mrs Helen Storrow. Lincoln. 

Massachusetts, c. 5 September 1913. From A Week of English 


Folk Dancing at Lincoln (c . 1913), pp. 1-24 (p. 21). 

By permission of the Wrighl Family . 


Figure 3 

'The Demonstration at "Sherwin's" : Trunkles . 


Handwritten note by A. Claud Wright from his 1913 visit to America. 

By persmission of the Wright Family 

dances once Wright departed. It did not, apparently, keep the 'earnest seekers 
for the truth about English Folk-Dancing .. .'46 from quickly going astray . 
Wright and Baker, in preparation for Wright's return visit in 1914, discussed 
this issue of accuracy: 

I shall certainly take your advice re (sic ) accuracy to heart especially as in 
coincides with my own feelings. Of course with only one week at Lincoln, 
where it was necessary. as it were. to 'parade' the dances, I don ' t wonder at there 
being some inaccuracies. I was afraid that might happen:' 

For his work that summer, Wright received $150 over and above his 
living and travel expenses:' He had returned to London about 15 
September. The voyage bad gone very smoothly except for the last meal 
when some laimed fish gave him (ood poisoning on the train journey from 
Plymouth to London. His parents were startled at the sight of their son 
being aided by the taxi driver to their door.49 

From pictorial evidence of his work in America, one can see the ath1eLic .. 
style of Wright 's teaching. A photograph fo und in the Lincoln, 
Massachusetts syllabus shows a set of warnell executing what appears to be 
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Figure 5 
'Morris Dance Costume for 
Women' and 'A Caper'. 
From A Week of English 
Folk Dancing a1 Lincoln 
(c. 1913), pp. 1-24 (p. 14) . 
Women dancers unidentified. 
Male Moms dancer is A. 
Claud Wright performing on 
the lawn of Mrs Helen 
Storrow, Lincoln, 
Massachusetts. Signed copy 
in the Conant Family 
Archives, Boston. By 
permission of lhe Wright 
Family. 
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a full upright caper. The extension of the anTIS and height off the ground 
depict the physical approach to the dancing (see Figure 5). Mrs Storrow 
wrote to Cecil Sharp about Wright's style of teaching when she notified 
Sharp of America's wish to have Wright return in 1914.50 Sharp' s response 
to Mrs Storrow sheds further light on how athletic Wright' s style of 
teaching was seen to be. The response also sheds light on how Sharp' s 
teacrung style differed. 

I think you exaggerate the need of previous physical development. So far I have 
found it far easier to make dancers out of those who have not been so trained and 
who have done little or no athletics. Nearly all physically trained people and 
athletes suffer from stiff or inflexible joints, and muscles that have been 
developed beyond their power of control. What faults Wright has, may all be 
traced to his early physical training. I should, therefore, not restrict your future 
teachers to the physically trained. The idea.l physically trained person would, of 
course, not be open to any objection. but then. so far as my experience goes, he 
does not exist; and I believe, if ever he ever does come into being, he is far more 
likely to be the product of the dancing master than of the gymnast." 

Mrs Storrow did not heed Sharp despite his comments about Wright., for 
Wright returned to the USA in 1914 for the months of July, August, and 
September partially under her sponsorship. Again he taught in Chocorua and 
Lincoln but added 'Beekeridge' , New Hampshire, Lanier Camp in Elliott, 
Maine (site of Cecil Sharp's first American summer dance camp in 1915), 
York Harbour, Maine, and the MacDowell Artists Colony in Peterborough, 
New Hampshire.52 Attempts by Miss Ward Hinman of Chicago to have 
Wright teach there during the autumn of 1914 fell through as the fees were 
not sufficiently high LO compensate for the loss of income from his leaching 
assignments in England. However, plans were already Wlderway with Miss 
Hinman and Percival Chubb of Sl Louis to bring Wright to each location 
to teach in the spring of 1915." 

Of the teaching and performing work that Wright carried out on the 1914 
tour, the MacDowell Artist Colony in Peterborough was the most 
interesting. It was here that Claud Wright expanded his own talents into the 
theatre. Photographs, with Wright' s accompanying handwritten notes, show 
Wright playing the character of 'Norris ' in a production that appears to be an 
adaption of The May-Pole at Merry Mount by Nathaniel Hawthorne.s. 
'Norris' is the groom at wedding festivities in this stage production set in ~ Colonial times. The wedding was interrupted by outraged Puritans because 

~ 	 of the 'sinful' use of May games and dancing. The photographs of this 
outdoor thealrical production show that the 'F1amborough Sword Dance' 
(see Figure 6), a jig, 'Leap Frog', and 'Meet Three' were used in the 
performance. One of Claud Wright's students at the Peterborough artist 
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Figure 6: 

'Flarnborough Sword Dance', taken at the MacDowell Artis ts Colony, 


Peterborough, New Hampshire, summer 1914. A. Claud Wright. playing the role 

of 'Norris ' (sic). is holding the lock. 

By permission of the Wright Family 


colony was the modern dance choreographer, Doris Humphrey. Ms. 
Humphrey credited her interest in the use of English, and subsequently 
American, traditional dance materia1, to her work with Claud Wright that 
summer.~5 

Claud Wright felt at home in America. A strong trusting relationship 
with George Baker and his family grew throughout Wrigtu's visits and 
Baker's reciprocal visits to England. Boulder Fann , the Baker's summer 
homestead in the foothills of the White Mountains of New Hampshire, 
represented for him a hav('.J1. Many letters of Wright' s describe his memories 
of his time there, from pruning pine trees, chasing chickens across the 
farmyard , to playing with the Baker children. The sense of home and 
freedom are evident in Wright's words. The contrnst is all the more clear 
when compared with the reception Wright received upon his relum to 
England, beginning with his first visit in 1913. Wright had underestimated 
the strength of personalities involved in the Society, particularly those of 
Sharp and the Karpeles sisters. 
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During his absence in America, R. J. Tiddy and David Pye had joined 

the demonstration sides. Tiddy, in particular, became a favourite of Sharp; 
one of the 'Flowers of the Forest'. Wright 's presence within the group was 
no longer essential. Sharp was proving distant and inconsistent in his 
support for Wrighl's efforts. Wright discussed this in a letter to Baker after 
his first return home to England: 

I talked to Sharp of the trip and it was curious the way he took it. Since then the 
old jealous attitude of the Wilkinsonites is very marked and I almost wonder if 
Sharp is happy thal I have been so successful. for I have some splendid classes 
here & offers of more. He even said thal in the event of forming a branch on your 
sid.e he would send out a Mrs Hobbs -- a woman who can neither dance nor teach, 
about 45 years of age -- to run things for him." 

Douglas Kennedy, for his part, describes the time this way: 

He rather ... annoyed some of us because, like young people who were jealous of 
somebody doing better than themselves. we said he was a show off. That was 
about the worst thing you could say... I think in teaching rhythmic al movement 
he would be more keen on the physical bombast than the rhythmical musical 
relationship. We rather fancied ourselves as dancers more musical w here his was 
more physical." 

Wright 's interpretation of the reaction of others within the Society provides 
observations into the personal dynamics a1 work during this time when the 
Society was altempting to solidify its national position. 

This is where I feel the shoes pinching -- Wilkinson & J(ennedy through the 
Karpeles .. . hold Sharp close . See this, Helen Karpeles is Secretary for the 
Society. Maud is Sharp's private secretary, so that no correspondence reaches 
Sharp without one or the other knows it. Hence at Stratford I was amused by a 
perfect stranger referring to them as the Sharpeles." 

Wright witnessed Sharp's revision of dances, arbitrarily as he saw it 

Such a pity Baker. He is altering the dances in places wi thout authority it seems 
to me -- so that they lack now the old spontanei ty that I loved. From some 
accounts Stratford was very successful but he has upset some of them. These 
small alterations are so galling." 

You know what the dances mean to me & when I see the hand cuning here & 
paring there -- throwing out the joy of the dances & making of them far too much 

of a business, I am grieved -- but so it is." 

http:hav('.J1
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With [he declaration of war in Europe ill July and August of 1914, the 
dynamics of the folk. dance revival changed dramatically. In Wright's eyes, 
two grave issues now concerned him. The first was the war in Europe and 
[he subsequent obligation to serve his country - that he knew he would do. 
The oLher, more dreaded, was over America, for Cecil Sharp had announced 
that he was going to America to work. 

From Lhe treatment that Wright had received from the Society since first 
travelling to America in 1913, he fully understood the challenge Sharp 
represented. Discussions had already surfaced in America about Lhe idea of 
establishing a branch of the Society. The branch would require a pennanenl 
teacher and Wright, with the support of George Baker, was clearly the 
person whom [he Americans bad in mind LO fill Lhe position. Thus, with 
Sharp planning LO be in America, Wright must have seen that his chances of 
being that pennanent teacher would be diminished. He sought to travel to 
America one last time before joining the military. By being in America at 
the same time as Sharp, Wright felt those he had taught over the previous 
two years would rally in his support 

You see. if once Sharp takes out his little family of Sharpeles, J shall not be 
comfortable -- it will mean going entirely on my own & perhaps that might 
mean as it was here, Nealites & Sharpites _. which heaven forbid.·' 

And again wrote to Baker later that year: 

You appreciate the fact, I know, that I do not want anyone else to step in the 
place I, with your help, have made. That is one point why I want to come in the 
Spring ," 

Beyond the long term concern of holding his position in America open 
for the duration of [he war, the opponunity of traveling to America one 
more time would provide for an important financial need. Since the 
completion of his coursework at Chelsea, Wright' s financial support was 
allowing his parents to purchase their home at 22 Buxton Gardens in Acton 
Hills. Wright's brother, Leslie, and James Paterson, Wright's Chelsea 
College classmate and fellow dancer in Sharp's demonstration side, also 
boarded at Lhe house. With the prospect of all three younger men leaving for 
the war and withdrawing their financial support, Wright saw his parents in a 
financial quandary.s 

As a result of these two merging needs, LO secure his proSpeClS in 
America, and to provide a fmancial resource [or his parents. Wrighl made an 
arrangement with George Baker to organize one more tour of America. Baker 
would act as Wright's agent nationwide, receiving a 10 per cent commission 
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of fees. Wright would command $250 per week for classes of up LO lhin),
five persons. A class would consist of ten lessons each, running for five 
days a week.64 Archival records show [hat arrangements had been made for 
Wright to travel far beyond [he original focus range of New England, and 
travel to teach in Chicago, Madison (Wisconsin), St. Louis. and Pittsburgh. 

The tour would begin in January and, originally, extend until June 1915. 
Wright would then return to England, deposit his savings with his parents, 
and begin his military training. The original pace of the war preparations 
probably would have allowed this timetable to occur, but wiLh all the other 
demonstration side dancers already enlisted. and the realization that the war 
would indeed be a long one, Wright felt pressured to enlist earlier. He also 
understood the political effects his presence in America might have. He 
asked Baker: 'Do you think that an Englishman in America & England at 
war, will effect my worle. or the attitude of my sUpporters?,6! A month before 
he was LO leave for the USA. Wright realized that his efforts to join the 
regiment of his choice in E ngland made staying in America till June 
impossible. He would need to return by April This change made Baker's 
efforts to arrange bookings in America extremely difficult~ 

In England, Wright was working at a heady pace running his centres in 
Tottenham, Reading, and Windsor, teaching his physical education classes, 
and organizing several public dance events for the Red Cross and for Ihe 
Belgium Fund.67 All this activity and subsequent earnings allowed enough 
savings to be sequestered that his parents were in a much better position 
financially. Thus, after much personal debate, Wright wrote to Baker, 
cancelled the LOur, and entered military training. 

Meanwhile Sharp, arriving in America in late December 1914, worked 
diligently to change Wright's status with his former students. In letters LO 

Maud Karpeles and in his own U'avel diaries, it is clear that Sharp had no 
intention of allowing Wright to return to America 'The trail of Wright and 
his physical culture methods was over it all. But I impressed them very 
much I think with the alteration I made and the new ideal I set before 
them. ,68 Upon learning of the business arrangement between Baker and 
Wright. Sharp made scathing remarks about both men: 

Baker I fancy is going to be a difficulty. Between ourselves, I am not over fond 
of him nor over trustful. MIS S[torrow] told me that he had m ade an arrangement 
with Wright to be his U.S.A. agent and to take 10% of the latter' s earnings! 
Fancy an English Prof. doing such a thing! But it is all in keeping with American 
customs. That means that if Wright were appointed head teacher of the new 
parent Soc[ietyJ Baker would get his percentage or the salary! One advantage of 
this arrangement may be that the Soc[iety] will not on this account, appoint 
Wright. which will be a blessed circumvention!" 
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Sharp exaggerated the arrangement belWeen Wright and Baker as far as the 
issue of Wright becoming permanent teacher. Sharp's reaction to Baker 
acting as agent is a puzzling one as Sharp himself, belWeen bis arrival in 
America in late December 1914 until mid-February 1915, employed a Miss 
Wick in New York City as his agent to book his lectures on folk song and 
dance around the USA. Sharp and Miss Wick had a formal business 
arrangement; a fact confirmed in a letter to Maud Karpeies when the 
arrangement soured and Sharp ftred Wick: '1 am now quit of Miss Wick 
thank Heavens (sic) -- though it cost me a hundred dollars [£20) to settle up 
with her.'10Sharp saw Wright's manoeuvring simply in terms of wanting to 
secure the position of branch teacher in America. Sharp scoffed at the idea 
that familial finances had anything to do with it: 

What you say about Wright is very amusing but more deplorable also. I find he 
lold Prof. Baker that he was burning to go to the front bm that his duty to his 
parents made it quite impracticable. He showed himself apparently in his true 
colours when he wrote to Mrs H[inmanJ about his American honoUT, He's a poop 
stick! !" 

So sensitive were the relationships between Sharp and Wright and Baker, 
that someone made considerable effort to scratch out Sharp's comments 
regarding Baker and Wright in his letters to Karpeles. Sharp's words are still 
quite readable, nevertheless.. Maud Karpeles was the recipient of these letters. 
In her capacity as Sharp's private secretary and. later, executor of his estaLe, 
she prepared the letters for review by others, particularly Fox Strangways as 
he did his research for Sharp's biography. Her handwritten notes are in the 
margins in many of these letters. It is my belief that she is the most likely 
individual to have censored the passages concerning W right and Baker. 

Sharp changed Wright's 'physical culture' methods and set forth a 'new 
ideal'.12 He used the war in Europe and Wright"s delay of enlistment to its 
fullest advantage. In a pointed letter 10 George Baker over the issue of a 
branch teacher as well as staffing for the proposed smnrner school to be held 
in Eliot, Maine, Sharp stated in the clearest possible terms his opposition 
to Wright 

The question of Wright is a missed one. What you have probably heard 'second
hand' was a remark of mine to the effect that if other teachers of mine were to 
come out for the Summer School they would refuse to come with Wright. That, 
rightly or wrongly, represents, I am quille certain, the feeling that many members 
of my Society has (sic) with regard to W's holding back from the army. What I 
said to you about Wright's appt. I still adhere to, viz. that if you insisted on 
having him as your Branch Teacher. I should not veto the appt. although for 
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reasons which I gave to you I did not think: you would be altogether wise in 
choosing him. The other question was an entirely separate one and was ruled by 
consideration over which I have no control. I may be mistaken as to the attitude 
which my teachers would take -- but I do not think so." 

Over the course of the next few years, Sharp was to go on to complete 
one of the monumental achievements of his collecting career: collecting and 
bringing to imemational attention the folk ballads lO be found in the 
Appalachian Mountains. During that same lime, he helped to firmly 
establish an organizational structure to cultivate English country dance and 
the morris and sword dance in the USA and Canada; what is DOW known as 
the Country Dance and Song Society of America. He was able to 
accomplish much of this work, of introducing the English dance forms, by 
capitalizing on all the COntacts George Baker and Claud Wright had 
developed. Sharp never credited either man for that work. 

In England, the Society began its process of diminishing Wright's 
contributions to the folk revival. Wright wrote with a sense of wry 
amusement to Baker: 

The Society wrote to me for particulars of the work I did with you in the summer, 
for their journal. The year before I did so & my name was purposely left out in 
connection with it. This time I wrote back saying thaL, though all my efforts 
were willingly given for the furtherance of the Society's work, this work (the 
American) not having been given me by the Society, was in reality private work, 
but that I would be glad to give them particulars if my name was mentioned. The 
reply was -- as you consider the American work private, then it is of no interest 
to the Joumal .'~ 

Wright understood that the events of the war and Sharp in America worked 
against his establishing for himself a secured place in the folk dance revival. 
He felt that by working through the Society, a repeal of the bitter divisions 
belWeen Neal and Sharp would not occur between Sharp and himself. He 
truly was dismayed and disheartened by the treatment he received from the 
Society ' s inner circle. He felt that the Society misunderstood his 
intentions. His letters to George Baker clearly express those feelings. At one 
point he wrote: 'This sounds like the envious one who is being left behind. 
There is room for all & let every man express himself as he will but let 
each have a chance. ,15 In another letter, his prescient comments augured 
what actually was to happen: 

A s you know Baker. I have been loyal to Mr, Sharp. Do not think that I hold any 
but loyal & earnest feelings for him, but in the success & consequent happiness 
of working with you all, he may forget that with you I broke fIrst ground," 
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However, there was no room in Cecil Sharp' s mind, nor that of the 

Society'S inner sanctum, for opinions or teaching styles different to those of 
Cecil Sharp. Wright was too much a ' free agent' . Cecil Sharp, as a collector 
of song and dance in both England and America. has auained a legacy of 
acclaim which is quite rightly his. However, there is a decided pattern in 
how Sharp reacted in difficult situations when individuals of differing 
opinions challenged his ideas, methods, and conclusions. Sharp's disciples, 
who went on to write the initial historical accounts of the early revival, 
perpetuated that pauern and it recurred in Sharp 's and the Society'S 
relationship with Claud WrighL Cecil Sharp did nOl forget. Rather, he 
ignored Wright's contributions. 

Thus in January 1915, Claud Wright embarked on a new career in the 
military. Wright seemed always fascinated by the newness of a programme 
or an idea. It was with this attraction to fresh ideas that he studied the newly 
established physical education programme and was drawn to the power of the 
newly discovered morris and country dances. Claud Wright lherefore, Dot 
surprisingly, focused upon that branch of the military that represented the 
cutting-edge of technology -- the Royal FJying Corp. 

The Military 

Getting into the Corps was not easy. The process was highly competitive. 
At ftrst, Wright was rejected in initial interviews. However, through the 
assistance of a family friend (believed to be Colonel Sir Malcolm Fox n ), he 
was able to obtain a position with the Corps. 

The Royal Flying Corps grew out of the Artillery Division. One 
prerequisite for joining was to be able to ride a horse, which Claud taught 
himself to do.

1I 
Also, while at the Brooklands Flying School, he privately 

trained himself as a flight mechanic during the evenings at a local 
engineering works. On 30 March 1915, Wright frrst flew solo and gained 
his pilot 's certificate on the Morris Farman plane. He went on to the 
Central Flying School at Upavon, flying the Henry Farman until 6 July. At 
thatpoint, he began flying BE2As and 2Cs in preparation for active service. 

Wright's ftrst tour of duty began on the Western Front when he arrived 
at St. Orner on 21 July. That tour lasted until the end of November 1915. 
He worked as an artillery spotter as part of the 16th Squadron, 1st Wing. 
His regiment was part of Lord Dowding's command. In a letter to Baker, 
written in September, Wright reported: 'So far I' ve only had two crashes & 
each time with no damage to self or passenger. >79 He returned 10 England at 
the end of 1915 to begin work training new pilots al the Central Flying 
School at Netheravon in Wiltshire. Shortly after, the squadron shifted 
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operations, with Wright as second-in-command, to Filton near Bristol. It 
was there that Claud Wright met Elise Mary Rodwell , sister of his 
commanding offIcer. They became engaged in May 1916 and were married in 
Teignmouth on 1 August 1916. Wright returned to the war front flying 
FE20s on 4 April 1917. Two days later, he and his plane were shot down. 
Wounded in the hip, he managed to land the plane safely and ended up in 
hospital. During the last stages of the war, Wright was posted to Egypt, 
arriving on 25 August 1917 and staying until 11 February 1919. There, be 
founded an Air Training School at Amria where he uained every pilot in 
night flying. 

Wright's rise through the military ranks was rapid owing to his flying 
expertise, his highly regarded skills as a rrainer, and his intense enthusiasm 
[or learning new material and exploring new ideas. By September 1915, 
when he wrote to Baker, he had been commissioned; at his maniage in 
August 1916, his rank was Captain; on 15 November 1915, he became 
Flight Commander; and by the signing of the Armistice, Group Captain. 

FJying literally opened new vistas for him. His lyric, poetic writing 
changed from descriptions of the White Mountains of New Hampshire to the 
wonder of flying among the clouds. The joy of dancing and high flying 
capers turned to the joys of flight as he practised 'landing on a cloud'. 

It is a pity you cannot drag down a few clouds for your forest stage. The yawning 
blue caves and pools of which fill one with wonder. They are never the same. 
Every day that one goes up, fresh glories may be seen. Fly up through a little gap 
in the roof of the clouds to a perfect wonderland of snow flats & dunes with here 
& there a blue pool through which the earth but faintly may be seen.'· 

The keen and observant eye of Wright while in flight led him to some 
interesting archeological discoveries, first whiJe in Egypt and then again 
while commanding officer of a squadron in Northern Ireland in the 1920s. 
The aeroplane, with its new and easily accessible perspective of the earth, 
began aiding archaeologists in reconstructing large areas of ancient ruins. 
Wright, on bis off duty hours, was one of the first pilots to join 
archaeological expeditions in this way. In Egypt, he helped locale 
underwater protective walls going back to the • Atlantis volcanic upheaval'. 
In Northern Ireland, he discovered and photograpbed Lyles Hill - a late 
Neolithic site in County Antrim.S! While stationed in Singapore for three 
years, he was in charge of the aerial mapping and photographing of the 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands located in the eastern rim of the Indian Ocean. 

His military career was distinguished. During World War II, he rose to 
the acting rank of Air Vice Marshall, reverting to his permanent rank upon 
retiremenL He retired as an Air Commodore on 9 March 1942 in the midst 
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of the war in order 10 make mom for the vast numbers of young pilots 
rising up in the ranks underneath him. 

Summary 

Claud Wright was a man keenJy :interested in new ideas. Once attrncted 10 an 
idea, an almost zealous passion emerged as he threw himself wholeheartedly 

.	imo his work. This is a common trait seen with his work in physical 
education, in dance, and in the military. That passionate streak also would 
cause an uncompromising air at times. As a teacher, he could be critical but 
always full of encouragement -- 'You needed 10 enjoy yourself in life and 
damn you if you dido' l ,12 While always regarded as an excellent teacher and 
trainer, his own uncompromising belief in his ideals more than occasionally 
caused friction with his superiors. In this regard, he was not a superior team 
player. Wright's 'failure' 10 commit himself totally 10 the particular strain 
of Sharp's folk philosophy, as well as Wright's refusaJ to have his private 
efforts recast by the Society 'S staff as an anonymous effort furthering 
Sharp's crusade, caused him to be labeled a 'poor disciple'. Wright believed 
in the legitimacy of his own methods and sought proper credit for his work 
when doe. 

Through his efforts, both in teaching and in the philosophical approach 
10 the daoc:ing, Claud Wright represented that ideal which brings power and 
strength to movement. This does not mean militaristic as implied by 
Kennedy. but ralher an ideal expressing lhe agility and force that makes 
morris and sword dancing the powerful dance forms thal lhey are. Thus tbe 
three individuals, Neal, Sharp, and Wright, each represent a different 
approach to the traditional ritual dance forms. Where Mary Neal saw 
traditional dancers use varied steps while maintaining a cohesive synergy as 
a sel, Sharp felt the need 10 correct such 'degenerative' movements 10 create 
an "authoritative' artistic and musical dance form.13 C laud Wright lOOk that 
base created by Cecil Sharp and added strength, height and power to the 
movement 

The near monopolistic hold that the English Folk Dance Society held 
through its use of the teacher certification :process during the 1920s through 
to the ]940s ensured a limited interpretation of Sharp's published versions 
of the morris and the country dances. The only other source of interpretation 
during that period was lhose working within the Morris Ring. It was with 
lhe morris dance revival of the late 19505 thwugb the earJy 1970s in 
England, and the late 1960s and 1970s in the USA and Canada, that lhe full 
scope of morris dance interpretations has re-emerged. "Thjs has resulted in 
researchers finally giving equal recognjtion to the dance style philosophies 
of such people as Claud Wright and Mary Neal. 

Figure 7 

'r can get higher now even than your pine trees to whistle a tune!' 


(Letter from Wright to Baker, 21 June 1915. HTC) 

A. Claud Wright, c. 1933-1935. 


By permission of the Wright Family . 



- -------- -
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For his part, Claud Wright never returned to the dance world allhough, 

wilh his new wife, during the war he 'danced the old dances DOW & again 
together . .&I In later years, he spoke liuIe of his pre-war dance career to his 
five children. Of Cecil Sharp, Wright wrote in 1917: 'I never hear of C# 
these days. 1 am entirely disgusted with him.'u 

The friendship with George Baker would last until Baker's deaLh in 
1934. Baker made regular trips to England and, when possible, he visited 
Wright. Claud Wright's eldest son, Mandeville, visited the Baker's twice, 
flrst immediately after leaving secondary school in the late 1920s and again 
during the 1930s while be was serving a c; an RAF pilot in Canada In one of 
the last leuers from Wright on file in the George Baker Collection, wriuen 
from Singapore in 1931, Claud wrote: 

You know when time allows & I look back, 1 stili feel that you and your family 
have given me the happies t months of my life. 1t is a lot to say, but it is quite 
true. Of all my friends, 1 regard you as having made the biggest impression on 
me. That is why I hate to lose an opportuni.ty of seeing you. You permit me to 
say so?" 

An excellent summary of the man appears in an annual review of Wright's 
time in the Royal Air Force. 

A very hard working and reliable officer, who has considerable zeal and ability. 
sound judgment and puts his whole heart into his work. Has a good grip of all the 
multitudinous subjects for which he is responsible [see Figure 7]." 

Claud Wright never returned to America. He spent most of bis years of 
retirement i.n Devon, Jceeping up a daily physical regimen along with 
painting and drawing. He died OD 23 April 1977 at the age of eighty-nine. 
To his credit, along with the efforts of Mary Neal before him, and Cecil 
Sharp and others after, English country, morris, and sword dancing have 
flowisbed in the USA. Dancing still occurs on Boulder Farm overlooking 
Silver Lake ill Chocorua, New Hampshire, a tradition now over seventy-five 
years old. begun with the dance enthusiasm of Claud Wright 

, 
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